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Charging Headphones You must fully charge the headset (more than 6 hours) before using the headset for the first time. 1.Connect the USB charging cable to the usb charging port of the headset. 2. The light will turn red when charging. 3.The full charge takes about 2 hours. 4.The red light goes out and turns blue when the charging is complete. Most Recent
Top Reviews Top Reviews Translate all reviews into English Top reviews Most recent Top reviews WhatsAppbookPinterestTwitterLinkedinRedditAfter reading our reviews on MPOW H12 and MPOW H17, users asked us about how to pair these MPOW headsets with smartphones or laptops. Although it is an easy process, sometimes pairing can be messy or
hasslesome. We tried to explain in simple steps how to pair any MPOW wireless headset quickly and easily. Please note that this method allows you to connect the headset to any device, even your smart TV. Pair headphones with smartphone Step 1: Put the headset in pairing mode If this is the first time you pair the headset with any device, simply turn it on
by pressing the power button for 3 seconds and you'll hear the pairing notification as soon as you hear Power On. If your headset is already paired and connected to another device and want to put it in pairing mode. Press the power button for 7 seconds and you'll hear a pairing notification. Step 2: Turn on Bluetooth on your smartphone After Bluetooth is
turned on, make sure your device is in discovery mode. Step 3: Click Pair new device options in Bluetooth settings After you click the button, wait a while. When the search is over, you'll be able to see your MPOW headset in the list. Step 4: Select your MPOW Headset from the search list The name of the device will be the model number of the headset, in my
case, it is MPOW H17. If you get the pop-up as below, press the PAIR button. Step 5: Your headphones are now paired with your smartphone, enjoy the sound You will hear the connection notification as soon as your smartphone connects. NOTE: If your headset is connected to another device and you're still trying to pair your headset, you'll get a notification
later. Pair your headset with your laptop Step 1: Put your MPOW headset in pairing mode If this is the first time you pair your headset with any device, simply turn it on by pressing the power button for 3 seconds and you'll hear the pairing notification as soon as you hear Power On. If your headset is already paired and connected to another device and want to
put it in pairing mode. Press the power button for 7 seconds and you'll hear a pairing notification. Step 2: Turn on Bluetooth on your laptop by going to Bluetooth Settings 3: Click Add Bluetooth or another device inside Step 4 setting: Select Bluetooth from the list (see image below) After you click the button, wait a while. When the search is over, you'll be able
to see your MPOW H17 headset in the list. Step 4: Select your Headphones from the search list The name of the device will be the model number of the headset, in my case, it is MPOW H17. Step 5: Your headphones are now paired with your laptop, enjoy audio You will hear a message saying connect your MPOW headset to any smart device in a similar
approach. If you face any problems even after following the steps above, leave it in the comment box and I'll be happy to help you. WhatsAppFacebookPinterestTwitterLinkedinReddit Neckband headsets have increased in popularity over the past few years with people especially because of the convenience they offer. Mpow jaws is one of the newest brands in
the block that has taken advantage of the growing popularity of neckband headphones and launched its own attractive product line. But each device comes with its own share of connection issues to be solved. Let us learn how to connect Bluetooth mpow headphones.  How do I turn on my Bluetooth mpow headset? 1. Make sure that the Bluetooth mpow
headset is charged enough to power on. If not connected to the charging source.  3. While the headset is turned off, press and hold the Multi-Function button for more than 5 seconds until you see the LED flashing blue and red.  4. The headset is ready to be paired with your device. How do I connect a headset to my Smartphone? Once you have turned on
your Bluetooth headset, it has entered pairing mode. This is when you need to connect the headset to the desired device. You must make sure to keep your headset and Bluetooth device 3 feet apart. Then follow the instructions provided below to connect the headset to specific smartphones.  For Android – Go to the settings on your smartphone. Tap the
Connections.Go to Bluetooth option from there. There you will find a section edied devices available. The name of your mpow bluetooth headset will appear in that section. Tap the headphone name and wait two seconds for your Android smartphone to connect to your headset.  For iOS, Go to the settings menu on your iPhone.Tap on Bluetooth.Search for
bluetooth mpow headphones should be listed in the other devices section. I'm up there to connect to the headphones. For Windows 10 Go to the Windows Search box and type in Bluetooth Bluetooth Windows and other devices pop up. Make sure Bluetooth is turned on. Click the Add Bluetooth option and other devices. You'll find your Mpow Jaws headset
listed under that space. Select your headset and wait a few seconds to secure the connection between your computer and your headset.  For MacOS go to the Apple Menu on your Macbook.Navigate to make the system optional. Your Mpow Jaws Bluetooth headset will be listed below. Select your headset Click Connect.Click Accept when and if prompted.
How do I know if the headset is properly connected to the device? The obvious indicator of a successful connection between your device and your mpow jaw headset will be the LED indicator that will stop blinking. Wear headphones through your ears and play some music on your device to check if the connection is properly secured. In case you see that it
was not possible to connect even after following the settings above of the tutorial then remove all the list of existing devices from your smartphone and fix mpow headphones again.  You can repair the headset by long pressing the multi-function button until the blue light blinks three times or long presses the multi-button along with the +volume button for more
than a few seconds.  How do I re-set up the mpow function bluetooth headset? Whenever there are some unprecedented problems in mpow bluetooth headset functions that you can find no solution for, more often than not a re-setup will fix it. Make sure the headphones are turned off. Press and hold the power button for about 6 seconds. The LED indicator
will blink in red and white. That would show that the headset has been reset. Re-enable headphones and pair and connect to your device and the problem appears to have been resolved.  How do I charge my headphones? As mentioned before the first thing to make sure when the headphones are turned on is that it is fully charged. The red cut light will show
that your headphones require charging, which is provided when turned on. Connect the headset to a suitable charge, and you'll notice that the red light has stopped blinking and is currently continuous. Once the light competitive charger turns blue and that's when you have to disconnect it from the external power supply and turn it ON.  Various models and
modelsFeaturesMpow Jaws Gen413 hours playtimeMpow Jaws Gen5CVC 6.0Mpow Jaws Gen618 hours playtime, improved noise cancellation name characteristic ascending name ascending price gradually increased price descending bests sell 9 16 32 ALL Sell $29,990Mag Bass Sound with Rich Details Through composite film drivers, high-end audio
codecs, and audio... Sell $47.19Immersive Bass Sound: Through pu (Polyurethane) composite film of drivers, it offers natural, authentic sound... Sell 15% $30.70 $36.12Advanced chipset for real wireless freedom: 1. Fast &amp; automatic pop-up connection, no need to choose... Sell 15% $35.99A Step Connect &amp; Bluetooth V5. 0 Headphones. M12
automatically connects to your Bluetooth device when... Sell 15% $79.99Hybrid Active Noise Cancellation: The outward-facing microphones are externally detectable and an in-facing microphone screen... Sell 15% $42.99IMMERSE YOURSELF IN MUSIC WORLD: Mpow H19 IPO headphones reduce background noise, make... Sell 15% $999.99Quiet
Personal Space - 25dB Better Noise Cancelling Effect. Mpow updated ANC technology significantly reduces ... Sell 15% $39.59ASIN: B081RVTKKW Lose Noise and Focus On: The new Mpow H17 operates noise cancellation technology that effectively reduces... Sell 15% $59.99Newly Hybrid Active Noise Cancel Tech: Mpow Hybrid Noise Cancelling Tech
combines forward feed and... If your Bluetooth headset (headphones) isn't charging, it may be necessary to replace the battery or liquid charging connection, mostly in this case, so you need to make sure the USB cable is firmly connected to the headphone jack and other usb or charging jack on the power adapter or laptop/PC. I'll show you different ways how
to troubleshoot and fix your wireless or Bluetooth headphones that don't charge the problem, i've faced such a problem before with my Bluetooth headset and fixed it, but since I'm trying to take all possible causes behind such a problem I decided to type this tutorial so you can solve this problem easily no matter what kind of Bluetooth headset or your brand.
What can be behind Bluetooth headphones that are not charged? Faulty battery: The rechargeable battery in your wireless headphones may be faulty by the manufacturer so if this is the first time you're trying to charge the headset, you can think of this possible cause. Long-time battery is not charged: If your Bluetooth headset is kept for a very long time
without charging it, this can reduce battery life or drive it to death this is what is known as Over Discharged, so perhaps if this is the case you should also put this possibility in mind. Faulty charging cable: Bluetooth charging cables are also often the reason behind batteries that are not well charged or not charged, you should expect that too. Faulty charging
port: This is a very common reason behind bluetooth headphone batteries that are not charged, sometimes we think that the charging cable has failed but unfortunately, the charging port or socket on which the charging cable is connected has physical damage. How do I fix my Bluetooth headset not charging the problem? Since there is no specific way to
solve your Bluetooth charging problem for reasons behind the Battery is not very much charged, I guide you below on what to do if you ever face this problem by general predictions and troubleshooting steps that are mostly one of them that will solve your headphones problem not charging: Check the status of your computer: If you are charging your wireless
headphones using your computer via USB charging cable, you need to make sure that your computer / laptop is turned on if your computer is turned on if the computer is turned on your laptop shuts down then there will be no electricity to charge your Bluetooth battery . If your computer's status changes to hibernation charging won't work properly. Connect
indirectly like via USB hub: Charging won't work normally. Try charging with a Wall Faceplate power source: Try this option after trying out the different USB ports on your PC just to make sure there's a problem with your computer's USB port. Check the entrance points (headphones and power source): Whether it is clear of any debris or dirt, as this can
prevent clear communication between the two devices. Check that the USB is installed properly: Into headphones and power ports. Try a different USB charging cable: If you have another USB cable that's suitable for connecting to your Bluetooth charging port just to clarify if the problem is from your current charging cable. Check the charging port of the
headset: Make sure the charging port works properly and is not loose or damaged, it is possible that the inside of the headphones is damaged, and this usually happens especially if your headphones are unsathed using this port every time you charge, the port may be damaged from the inside. (Learn how to fix a Bluetooth Micro USB charging port) Keep your
Bluetooth headset connected to a charging source: If your headphones haven't been charged and in use for a very long time (over-discharging), you probably won't feel the charging signs in your battery, so you'll need to keep your Bluetooth headset connected to your charging power for a long time, so you might see the battery starting to recharge. Ambient
temperature exceeds charging temperature range: If you are charging the headphone battery in a temperature environment higher than the charging temperature range of 5 °C – 35 °C (41 °F – 95 °F), this may be the reason why the battery is not charged. For Logitech gaming headsets: If it displays solid amber light at all times without pulses, it won't turn off
and no longer charge. A simple trick can make your day, while plugged in, quickly turn units on and off over and over again. Somehow it tricks the little brain to re-establish itself after a few 10's on/offs. the headset will start charging and connecting as usual. You may be having different problems: You may experience a different problem where the battery is
fully charged but the headset doesn't work (To learn more check this STEP). Headphones will not turn on even after charging? What to do? Is my battery dead? If you discover that the battery of your wireless headphones seems dead then you need to check that before taking an action by following below:Facts about Headphone BatteriesNormally
headphones using rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. The first time charging the new battery must be at least 8 hours in a row even if the battery shows that the battery has been charged, for the first time You use it, you should consume all the charging capacity. About 4 hours is the time required to charge the battery empty at full capacity. While you are
charging Bluetooth headphones and the battery continues to receive temperatures higher than 35°C (95°F) and is not charged properly every time then you need to replace the battery. The battery may quickly drain if your Bluetooth headset is not used for a long time, however, after a few charges, battery life will be improved. Avoid bluetooth headphones
exposed to extreme temperatures, direct sunlight, sand, humidity, dust or mechanical shock as this will reduce the life and/or performance of the battery. To avoid excessive battery discharge while storing your headphones wirelessly for a long time, charge the battery at full capacity every 6 months. The lifespan of any rechargeable battery is about 500 times
(full charge/ full discharge) so if you feel the life of the built-in rechargeable battery decreases significantly during normal use, this means that the battery should be replaced with a new one. Don't keep the headphone battery charging on after full charging as this will reduce the battery's performance life. My headphone's Micro USB charging port is brokenIf you
have checked all the descriptions and points / steps above and still your wireless headphones do not charge then you need to be sure to check its Micro USB charging port and fix it Cure it accordingly as below: Micro USB miniature connectors may be damaged or have a crack in their welding making disconnection to the circuit board therefore will not be able
to charge bluetooth headphone batteries. (Please refer to the image below to view the micro USB from inside the headset) To fix this, You need to remove the headphones by removing the pads and opening all the screws to see the circuit board just like in the picture above and welding the 5 foot connector back (or you can simply without using any additional
welding just use the welding tool to melt the existing welded legs thus re-linking the legs to the board and closing the crack. Apple Bluetooth headphones do not charge Apple Headphones (AIRPODS)Sometimes Apple headphones (AirPods) face some problems charging the dock, as you know, AirPods are designed to charge when you put them in the
charging case and the idea is to keep a suitable amount of charge for many AirPods charging. And while the facility acts as an electric bank for AirPods rarely it doesn't show any light to go on when trying to charge AirPods with or without an iPhone in the dock or even while charging it separately by connecting the charging cable directly to the wall. Now to
solve this problem, you can follow the simple steps below: Check lightning finish whether you find any kind of damage or chopped. Check the usb side of the Lightning cable for any dirt inside of it that you can find, if there is some dirt, you need to clean it this can be the cause of the problem. Check lightning side lightning connector lightning cable for any
damage or dirt, oil ... etc clean it if you find any (So far your problem solved?) Check the Lightning socket on the AirPod base whether it is broken or dirty inside, try to clean it if it is not clean. If you're using a charging wireless charging dock in your AirPod book, try charging your iPhone using it and see if iPhone is charged. Check the wireless charging dock
cable for any damage. BEATS SOLO HEADSETBeats solo headphone models sometimes have charging problems and are as difficult as some are complaining but for this type of headset coming from Apple, I found some workable ways to solve it. Hold down the power button and lower the volume for 10 seconds to reset. If the first step does not perform the
work of holding the power and increasing the volume for more than 10 seconds while plugging it into the power supply and the well-known wire (The charging light will turn on and start blinking) blinking)
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